iOS or
ANDROID
Which One for App
Development?

iOS
PROS
There are only two types
of devices you have to
build for: iPhone and iPad,
so iOS makes building the
UI and UX easy.

iOS apps generate up to

4X as much revenue per
user than their Android
counterparts.

The ROI is usually higher on iOS
apps – the average iOS user spends
substantially more on apps than the
average Android user.

iOS is also the best
choice for your first
platform if your business
model relies on things
like inapp purchases.
iOS is incredibly popular in the
United States, particularly in
urban areas like New York City
and Los Angeles. If you are
You do not have to worry
targeting American consumers,
nearly as much about device
focusing on iOS development first
and OS fragmentation, which is
is the way to go.
a much better than Android.

iOS CONS

Making sure the design of
your app looks topnotch is
crucial. iOS users have high
expectations for the look and
feel of the apps they use.

Longer Review Process  Because of the strict
development guidelines, it usually takes more time
to publish an app on Apple’s app store. It also
means you may have to change something in your
app.
While there are some frameworks
you can use to help build your app,
many of these apps are licensed
proprietary... This will increase your
development.

ANDROID
PROS

Because of Android’s open source
licensing, it has acquired a
global user base. It has an
85% market share of the world’s
mobile devices.
The quantity of the users buying from
Android devices is increasing and will
compensate in the next few years.

Android is still the
most popular
platform and is

The Android platform is based on
Open Source Platform which makes the
barriertoentry for cashstrapped developers quite
low. This also allows you to use crowdcreated plugins
and frameworks that makes creation much simpler.

targeted by 71%
of all mobile
developers.

Android Apps have fairly lenient restrictions on the types of
apps you can submit to them, allowing you to take advantage
of new technologies like cryptocurrencies when building your
app.
If your app’s market is Asia, Africa or South
America you should choose Android, since here
Android has a large advantage compared to Apple.
No SDK required to run basic CPI ads on Google. Since Android is
owned by Google, you can setup a CPI campaign to run on Google,
Google Play, and YouTube right when your app goes live. iTunes
apps require an SDK, which adds to development costs

ANDROID
CONS
You can encounter a lot more
device segmentation (screen
sizes, dpi, hardware capabilities)
and for different manufacturers.

You need to test it on several different devices to
ensure that there won’t be dependency issues
between different versions.

Android development is

30% more expensive
than iOS.

Android phones are not as
powerful and often don’t have
as much physical memory.
This can lead to apps being
slow and sometimes
unstable.

Fragmentation. Big amount
of different devices can
make development of a
good app more difficult.

Want more information?
Contact us at APPSPIRE.me. Headquartered in the tech mecca of the United States
 Austin, Texas, APPSPIRE.me is a leading mobile app marketing and advertising
agency that guarantees results. We specialize in maximizing downloads, massive
media coverage, user engagement, store rankings increase, social media buzz and
more to take our clients' apps to the top. Call or email us today to exceed your goals
and get the best results possible for your app.

